CCH®
3" Calcium Hypochlorite Tablets

For Food Contact Applications
Scale control additive to reduce maintenance

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE: ........................................ 68%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ........................................ 32%
TOTAL: ............................................................ 100%

MINIMUM AVAILABLE CHLORINE: ... 65%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
MANTÉNGASE FUERA DEL ALCANCE DE LOS NIÑOS

DANGER: Consumption or contact may cause intense fire, explosions, or the release of toxic gases. DO NOT allow products to contaminate any private well, including other water treatment plants. If product is exposed to small amounts of water, it can react violently to produce heat and toxic gases and vapors. Do not add water to this product. Add any raw water directly to the well. Corrosion of a 1 in. well pipe may be from ferric salts. React all precautionary statements on label and first aid apparatus before use. DO NOT ADD THIS PRODUCT TO ANY PLUVER OR RESERVOIR THAT CONTAINS ANY OTHER PRODUCT.

Net Wt. 50 lbs. (22.7 kg.)